C.A.R.E.

Watch for
next Newsletter
in June!
Happy springtime!
FOSTERS … WE ARE
LOOKING FOR YOU
We are looking for fosters to help socialize
and give a little tender care to a rescue. Our
application is on our web site. Complete
it and send to us. Let’s talk. We feed the
rescue and take care of all medical cost at
no expense to you. You just give them care
and concern. Think about it. This might get
you a star in your crown.

www.caretakersnetwork.org
Coalition for Animal Rescue and Education

P.O. Box 2203

Hillsboro, MO 63050

March 2017

We Win Because You C.A.R.E.

In Memoriam – for these who are loved and those who are missed …
Barbara & Kenneth Long – in honor of Ellen Miller
Ruth Vlasak – in memory of Gigi, our loving companion
Sandra J. Dallas – in honor of Max
Susan & James Marsters – in memory of Ashley Marsters
Sylvia & Martin Cauley – in memory of Muffin, a Shiatsu we adopted from CARE
Natalia Bogdanova – in honor of all the wonderful people at CARE
William J. Huxhold – in honor of Gibby the Golden Retriever
Diane Hart – in honor of Mary Jane Marshall and in memory of KiKi a
wonderful companion
Carol & Patrick MacDonald – in honor of Gussie
Nicholas M. Cuba – in honor of Cecila Cuba

Joanne Meacham – in loving memory of Maggie, who will be missed by
all the family
Stephen E. Lubin – in memory Legend Pugs Fiona Rose
Dr. Art Misischia – in memory of Junior
Pamela McCallister – in memory of Bill, Austin, Smokey, Teddy, Zeus,
and Sadie
Bill Slevin – in memory of Jim Cox
Delores Poole – in memory of Richard Corliss
Sylvia & Martin Cauley – in memory of Mitzi, Mik-ki & Muffin
Colleen A. Plowman – in honor of all the CARE givers
Pat & Andrew Baldridge - in memory of Minime

Most Abused Animal
is the Domestic
Farm Animal
Walk toward a
domestic animal
on a corporate
farm and most
will sway away
from you. You
can look into
their eyes and see
the saddest, pain and suffering they live in
everyday. Their final outcome is they are killed for your
McDonald hamburger. Cruelty is usually the only touch
they feel from the laborers that take care of the large
corporate farms where thousands of domestics are caged
in small crates/cages until ‘death day’. All domestics of
corporate farms are limited in their space and exercise
because they don’t want them to lose weight walking, playing or exercising. The corporate world wants all the weight
they can gain and keep. Weight is money. Pigs are some
of the most abused. What makes this abuse so inhuman
is that pigs are more intelligent than your dog. They know
they are being tortured. I have read of pig farms hanging
mature pigs by the neck so they could watch them twist
and slowly choke to death. Don’t turn you head; maybe
you had the pork chops for dinner.

Farm animals are tortured and abused because WHY;
they are gonna die anyway “so what is the big deal?”
The big deal is the morals and ethics of these farms.
Corporate farms are dirty, damage the environment
and abuse is the standard procedures every day.
Visit one of the corporate pig farms in some of the
surrounding states and the smell will stop you in your
tracks. Everything produced by these caged animals
goes through the ground into the water supply. Would I
live close to one of these farms? NO WAY!
This type of inhumane behavior damages our morals,
reduces our reaction to subjecting animals to pain and
we ignore the hazards to our surrounding living spaces. Once upon a time we needed the protein in meat
to help our brain grow. That’s when most of us lived in
caves and wore the fur from the animals we killed. We
are past that stage but we still continue to eat like we
live in the caves. Not everyone can be a vegetarian but
think about reducing your intake of red meat. If reduction of meat is the way to be healthier and live longer
I am up for it. I like fresh fruit and veggies if it means I
will go into old age healthier and can enjoy my ‘golden
years’ instead of being ill or crippled due to disease.
The domestic animals like the idea too.
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Hi Karen and Carole, I hope this gift card helps make
Christmas a bit merrier for all of the sweet critters at
CARE. Merry Christmas to you both. God Bless.

– Colleen Patrick-Goudreau

With love from Juneau,
Kimberly and D Bauman
(We are blessed by our supporters like you who believe
we are saving as many as we can every day.)
Karen, I adopted Peggy from you in April of this year.
He is now known to us a “BEAR.” Bear has brought
us so much love & fun I could never be happier with a
dog. He is the light of our life and we cherish every day
that we will have him. Thanks for what you do for all the
animals you take care of and adopt out.
Susan & David Beranek
(There is nothing I can say except our gratitude to you
for saving “Bear’ and I wish I had more like the Beranek
family to adopt our loving other rescues that are looking
for a family.)

We do not inherit the
earth from our ancestors;
we borrow it for our
children.
– Native American Proverb

– donated by Allison Burgess who is dedicated to saving all animals.

Annabelle

She’s big. But when we first saw
her at our newly purchased rescue
she was thin, sick with diarrhea, and was
very weak. We don’t like to see animals
not being given good medical treatment
so she stayed at the rescue in our care.
Today she is a big healthy spoiled cow.
Her favorite treat is a loaf of bread. I mean
a loaf of bread as an appetizer. She will eat as many loaves
that you can give her. She became Annabelle, christened by
the grandkids belonging to our resident volunteers. Annabelle
is like a puppy and will follow you anywhere. Yes, we have
domestic animals that have been released to CARE because
the owner can’t afford to keep or the owner’s life doesn’t have
time. Some domestics have been with us so long they have
gone to the Rainbow Bridge. They are our treasures and we
give them the best we can; the same total care we give our
dogs and cats. They are our wards and we love them all for
their personalities and for their devotion to us. The domestics
are just bigger than our dogs and cats.



Leaving your Legacy
TO THE

ANIMALS

Your thoughtful remembrance of
CARE in your will or trust can be
a testament to your continuing
compassion and love for animals.
Your gift is a meaningful way to
help support our “NO Kill ‘shelter.
Many animals could be saved by
the foresight to plan with CARE for the future. Your name
will always be remembered by your last request to help
CARE.

THAT LITTLE
ENVELOPE…

Your
stamp
is
appreciated.

C.A.R.E.

Coalition for Animal Rescue & Education
P.O. BOX 2203
Hillsboro, MO 63050-8203

Your
p
stam
is
ated.

“May our daily choices be a reflection of our
deepest values, and may we use our voices to
speak for those who need us most, those who
have no voice, those who have no choice.”

appreci

(Ed, Gloria, you have been our ‘core’ for years. I don’t
know how far we would have come without your help. I
can never say Thank You enough. Carole)

Golden Rule

2203
BOX
8203
P.O.
63050ro, MO

Ed and Gloria

COMING EVENTS

An

Merry Christmas-Thank you Carole and all your
‘helpons’ for the love & kindness you give each and
every day to the animals.

Thanks!

Dear CARE, First thanks to all of you for your devotion
to all of the animals you have rescued, cared for, and
given a second chance at a loving & caring life. CARE is
compassion and empathy.
Deann Sharpless
(Yes, we do have empathy and feel sorrow when we find
an animal abused, hungry, neglected and homeless. But
you helping us allow us to succeed. The homeless win we win.)

.Ee. & Education
C.Aima.R
l Rescu

(Buttons is so lucky to have both of you. Carole)

(Wow, if we only had more homes like yours and we are
so glad we helped you select Trinity. What a success!!!!)

Hillsbo

Mary Jo, Diane and Buttons.

After reading our newsletter please
pass it to someone who may want to
help save a homeless animal. The more
supporters we gain the easier it is for us
to save lives.

Joanne Meacham

ion for

HI Carole,
Hope you are doing well. I had a bad year with medical
problems. But thank GOD, Diane can carry Buttons
up and down the steps. Buttons is fine..he just hates
steps. So do I. He still hates the car but that’s o.k. He
is such a lover. Hope your holidays are good & CARE
prospers every day. We can’t adopt another because
Buttons definitely loves being the only ‘child.’ Tell
Sharon and Karen “Hi” and GOD bless all of you.

PASS IT
FORWARD

Dear CARE, It has been one year since I adopted Trinity.
We did not have an exact age on her so I chose 4 years.
She is now 5 years and her birthday is the same as her
adoption day. I adore her and she feels
the same about me. We are both happy.

Coalit

We Get Letters

Our Newsletter is our most expensive
printing but also a great tool in keeping our supporters and
their friends and family informed of our progress and needs.
Please consider supporting our cause by using our little reply
envelope to help cover printing and mailing cost as well as
provide for our boys and girls waiting for their forever-home.
Your kindness allows us to save the lives of lost souls who only
want to belong and be loved. We thank you in advance. You
have never disappointed us.

The late Cesar Chavez, president of United
Farm workers of America, wrote: “kindness and
compassion toward all living things is a mark of a
civilized society. Conversely, cruelty, whether it is
directed against human beings or against animals
is not the exclusive province of any one culture or
community of people. Racism, economic deprival,
dog fighting and cock fighting, bull fighting and rodeo
are cut from the same fabric: Violence. Only when
we have become nonviolent towards all life will we
have learned to live well ourselves.”
– From Dr. Fox and St. Louis Post Dispatch

I’m just sayin . . .
YOU’LL NEED A PASSPORT
TO FLY…

AAA offers passport photos at full-service branch
offices. The cost is $5 plus tax for Classic members,
$14 plus tax for non-members, and free for AAA Plus
and Premier members. For an office near you, visit
AAA.com. You never know when that day will come
and you have to fly somewhere for an emergency so
think about it.
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MAINTENANCE ON
OUR RESCUE SITE

See Spot Run!

Why dogs like to run.

Dogs are curious. Dogs are adventurous. Dogs like to explore and be active.
Oh I know, except for your dog that sleeps all the time. Don’t test
him and leave your back yard gate open. Once he starts moving
he can walk and run for hours, days; not necessarily in a straight
line. Dogs have basic reasons they want to see what is over the
next hill.
The chase. All dogs are hard wired for that prey drive. Your dog might ignore the squirrels but if he sees something moving that
reminds him of when he was more wolf than dog, and he has an exit, he will be gone in a flash.
Easy escape routes. Your dog will walk by that tunnel under the fence for so long and then he will test it.
Nature calls. That wonderful smell is the neighborhood dog in heat and reproduction drive is more powerful than that ‘prey drive.’
Dogs will climb fences, jump over gates, or hail a taxi, whatever to get to that smell up the street.
Lonely dogs may look for entertainment. Sleeping all day can be good, but after a while you want to see a good movie.

Do you believe that we have been in rescue since 2004? That is almost 13 years. CARE, with you as partner, has accomplished
some wonderful things. We have saved hundreds of lives and given them a second chance to find a home. CARE with your help
is a success.
Now the bad news. We have set up a special account to accumulate a total of $27,000 to REPAIR and UPGRADE the ‘brick and
mortar’ on some of our buildings that are beginning to show signs of constant usage. MAINTENANCE is not as glamorous as
saving kittens abandoned in the woods, puppies left in a box at our gate and pulling the old mature dog that is scheduled to die
that afternoon, BUT WE HAVE TO FACE UP to the repair our rescue buildings and barn need. We must repair the barn roof, some
of the separate kennels, wall board in the cat houses, flooring, and I can continue. If we don’t complete some of these repairs
we will not pass the Department of Agriculture inspection and will no longer qualify as a 501C3 non-profit.

Frighten dogs will look for escape. Loud noises, large noisy crowds, bright lights, Metallica music (oops, I just added that one) can
cause your dog to look for a place to hide. That place of safety may be in the next county or even the next state. Make sure that
gate is closed. Micro chip your pet for his safety so he can be returned easily.
The most common time to lose a dog is July 4 to July 6.
Most of the reasons listed will incite your best buddy to explore the next smell. Think about how to control these temptations or
call a good trainer who can help build that bond for both you and your dog.

Did you know…
ANNUAL HOURS DRIVING

In other words, this is critical. You keep your home in repair and now we have to get really busy and make major repairs to our
site and constructed location. Anyone who wants to help us get our REPAIR FUND off to a good start will be welcome. WE have
got to do these repairs. We need your and everyone’s support. CARE needs a good impression when visitors come to our rescue.
We have to do this even if it means we have to limit our numbers of saving threatened strays from the local Animal Controls.

According to the AAA Foundation for
Traffic Safety’s American Driving
Survey, motorists travel nearly
10,900 miles on average and
spend 290 hours on the road each
year- equivalent to seven 40 hour work weeks. Other findings
include:
• On average, men drive 2,324 more miles than women per
year and spend 18 percent more time behind the wheel.

Thanks for your support in the past.

Did you notice?

To whom much is given, much will be required

– The Bible

In every episode of
Seinfeld there is a
Superman
somewhere.
Did you know that? I didn’t!

• Motorist in the Midwest and South drive more (11,295
miles annually) compared to those in the Northeast
(9,328)
• More than 50 percent of miles driven by Americans are
done in cars, followed by SUVs (20 percent), pickup trucks
(17 percent), and vans (7.9 percent)

No one else knows what
they 're doing either.
Ricky Gervais
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A Dog’s Secret Life
while you are away . . .

Another successful year!

Mark your Calendar
MAY 6 – TRIVIA NIGHT

WHAT DOES YOUR DOG DO WHEN YOU ARE GONE?

at RICHMOND HEIGHTS
COMMUNITY CENTER
Put our Trivia game on your calendar and plan on having
a fun evening. Our Trivia is one of our popular fundraisers
and why not? Fun games, drinks included and this is a
gentle way for all of us to learn we are not experts in all
categories. Our flyer with all information on time, co-hosts,
cost and prizes is displayed in our “Coming Events” section
on page 7 of this Newsletter.

Let me give you a few tips on how to occupy your best
buddy’s time while you’re gone so your mattress is in
one piece when you get back. NO, your best buddy does
not act like a Disney cartoon and some of these tips may
keep him out of real trouble.

The Best Toys To Keep Dogs Busy
1. The KONG toys are a classic choice. You can fill them with treats, or for a challenge, put one in the freezer. It will take more
time to get the frozen treat out of the Kong.

Spend a night helping us to help the homeless.

2. Balls are good, but if you leave a toy make sure it is not something your buddy can tear apart and eat or a piece can get
stuck in his throat.

“The only creatures that are evolved enough to convey
pure love are dogs and infants.”

3. My dog wants a car. NO, not a toy car. The kind you drive but he ain’t getting it.

― Johnny Depp

Happy Distractions
1. Chews are a good bet. Here is another case don’t give him anything that can splinter, break and lodge in his throat. Nylabone is usually good for most dogs because it takes dynamite to tear them apart. Let me guess; your dog tears them apart
in 30 seconds.
2. An extra cozy bed. Orthopedic beds are great. Your buddy can take a relaxing nap while you’re gone. What does that
mean? That means they will be rested and ready for you to play or take that extra walk. Wait a minute; maybe the bed isn’t
a good idea.
3. Leave the radio or TV on. This might distract him from the noise outside. Also, his singing voice may improve since he will
have time to practice.
4. Shut the blinds on the busy side of the house. Open the blinds on the quiet side so he can do some wildlife viewing.
5. Leave a fan or white noise machine on which can cover up other noises outside.

A Tired Dog Is A Good Dog
1. A tired dog is a good dog. Exercise your dog before you u leave for the day with a vigorous walk or game of fetch. Only problem is when you’re ready to leave you are exhausted from all the exercise for the dog.
2. How about just a walk. This will slow your buddy down and then he will consider that orthopedic bed for a nap.
3. Mental exercise can wear your dogs’ energy down. It takes training but it will strengthen your bond and mental exercise
may be good for you too.

Your Dog Has Separation Anxiety
If your buddy has a really hard time when you leave and can be destructive, CARE has trainers that can provide the options to
calm this behavior or eliminate it completely.

Some things just fill your heart without even trying.

– Princess Sassy Pants & Co.

❤

First, it was a beautiful day. Second, the runners were
there for a purpose. We all were there to speak for those
that cannot speak for themselves. We had a small field of
participants, but our runners came with a purpose and we
thank them for supporting CARE efforts. Because of the
small field ‘fledgling’ runners had the opportunity to be
winners. I always enjoy awards given to a ‘rookie’ or new
racer who may have never experienced a first or second in
their class. CARE thanks everyone for their efforts, thanks
for the opportunity to meet some of you on a personal
level, thanks to MANY returnees from last year’s ‘freezing
weather’ and thanks to the volunteers who give their time
to ‘save one for one more day.’ CARE thanks you all and
our young and old dogs, cats, horses and bovine waiting
for that special adopter thank you also. You have given
them another chance to find that perfect home.

CARE KIDS
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MAINTENANCE ON
OUR RESCUE SITE

See Spot Run!

Why dogs like to run.

Dogs are curious. Dogs are adventurous. Dogs like to explore and be active.
Oh I know, except for your dog that sleeps all the time. Don’t test
him and leave your back yard gate open. Once he starts moving
he can walk and run for hours, days; not necessarily in a straight
line. Dogs have basic reasons they want to see what is over the
next hill.
The chase. All dogs are hard wired for that prey drive. Your dog might ignore the squirrels but if he sees something moving that
reminds him of when he was more wolf than dog, and he has an exit, he will be gone in a flash.
Easy escape routes. Your dog will walk by that tunnel under the fence for so long and then he will test it.
Nature calls. That wonderful smell is the neighborhood dog in heat and reproduction drive is more powerful than that ‘prey drive.’
Dogs will climb fences, jump over gates, or hail a taxi, whatever to get to that smell up the street.
Lonely dogs may look for entertainment. Sleeping all day can be good, but after a while you want to see a good movie.

Do you believe that we have been in rescue since 2004? That is almost 13 years. CARE, with you as partner, has accomplished
some wonderful things. We have saved hundreds of lives and given them a second chance to find a home. CARE with your help
is a success.
Now the bad news. We have set up a special account to accumulate a total of $27,000 to REPAIR and UPGRADE the ‘brick and
mortar’ on some of our buildings that are beginning to show signs of constant usage. MAINTENANCE is not as glamorous as
saving kittens abandoned in the woods, puppies left in a box at our gate and pulling the old mature dog that is scheduled to die
that afternoon, BUT WE HAVE TO FACE UP to the repair our rescue buildings and barn need. We must repair the barn roof, some
of the separate kennels, wall board in the cat houses, flooring, and I can continue. If we don’t complete some of these repairs
we will not pass the Department of Agriculture inspection and will no longer qualify as a 501C3 non-profit.

Frighten dogs will look for escape. Loud noises, large noisy crowds, bright lights, Metallica music (oops, I just added that one) can
cause your dog to look for a place to hide. That place of safety may be in the next county or even the next state. Make sure that
gate is closed. Micro chip your pet for his safety so he can be returned easily.
The most common time to lose a dog is July 4 to July 6.
Most of the reasons listed will incite your best buddy to explore the next smell. Think about how to control these temptations or
call a good trainer who can help build that bond for both you and your dog.

Did you know…
ANNUAL HOURS DRIVING

In other words, this is critical. You keep your home in repair and now we have to get really busy and make major repairs to our
site and constructed location. Anyone who wants to help us get our REPAIR FUND off to a good start will be welcome. WE have
got to do these repairs. We need your and everyone’s support. CARE needs a good impression when visitors come to our rescue.
We have to do this even if it means we have to limit our numbers of saving threatened strays from the local Animal Controls.

According to the AAA Foundation for
Traffic Safety’s American Driving
Survey, motorists travel nearly
10,900 miles on average and
spend 290 hours on the road each
year- equivalent to seven 40 hour work weeks. Other findings
include:
• On average, men drive 2,324 more miles than women per
year and spend 18 percent more time behind the wheel.

Thanks for your support in the past.

Did you notice?

To whom much is given, much will be required

– The Bible

In every episode of
Seinfeld there is a
Superman
somewhere.
Did you know that? I didn’t!

• Motorist in the Midwest and South drive more (11,295
miles annually) compared to those in the Northeast
(9,328)
• More than 50 percent of miles driven by Americans are
done in cars, followed by SUVs (20 percent), pickup trucks
(17 percent), and vans (7.9 percent)

No one else knows what
they 're doing either.
Ricky Gervais
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Ed and Gloria
(Ed, Gloria, you have been our ‘core’ for years. I don’t
know how far we would have come without your help. I
can never say Thank You enough. Carole)
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deepest values, and may we use our voices to
speak for those who need us most, those who
have no voice, those who have no choice.”
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CARE. Merry Christmas to you both. God Bless.

– Colleen Patrick-Goudreau
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Kimberly and D Bauman
(We are blessed by our supporters like you who believe
we are saving as many as we can every day.)
Karen, I adopted Peggy from you in April of this year.
He is now known to us a “BEAR.” Bear has brought
us so much love & fun I could never be happier with a
dog. He is the light of our life and we cherish every day
that we will have him. Thanks for what you do for all the
animals you take care of and adopt out.
Susan & David Beranek
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for saving “Bear’ and I wish I had more like the Beranek
family to adopt our loving other rescues that are looking
for a family.)
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– donated by Allison Burgess who is dedicated to saving all animals.
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not being given good medical treatment
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Today she is a big healthy spoiled cow.
Her favorite treat is a loaf of bread. I mean
a loaf of bread as an appetizer. She will eat as many loaves
that you can give her. She became Annabelle, christened by
the grandkids belonging to our resident volunteers. Annabelle
is like a puppy and will follow you anywhere. Yes, we have
domestic animals that have been released to CARE because
the owner can’t afford to keep or the owner’s life doesn’t have
time. Some domestics have been with us so long they have
gone to the Rainbow Bridge. They are our treasures and we
give them the best we can; the same total care we give our
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are just bigger than our dogs and cats.
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Merry Christmas-Thank you Carole and all your
‘helpons’ for the love & kindness you give each and
every day to the animals.

Thanks!

Dear CARE, First thanks to all of you for your devotion
to all of the animals you have rescued, cared for, and
given a second chance at a loving & caring life. CARE is
compassion and empathy.
Deann Sharpless
(Yes, we do have empathy and feel sorrow when we find
an animal abused, hungry, neglected and homeless. But
you helping us allow us to succeed. The homeless win we win.)
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pass it to someone who may want to
help save a homeless animal. The more
supporters we gain the easier it is for us
to save lives.

Joanne Meacham

ion for

HI Carole,
Hope you are doing well. I had a bad year with medical
problems. But thank GOD, Diane can carry Buttons
up and down the steps. Buttons is fine..he just hates
steps. So do I. He still hates the car but that’s o.k. He
is such a lover. Hope your holidays are good & CARE
prospers every day. We can’t adopt another because
Buttons definitely loves being the only ‘child.’ Tell
Sharon and Karen “Hi” and GOD bless all of you.

PASS IT
FORWARD

Dear CARE, It has been one year since I adopted Trinity.
We did not have an exact age on her so I chose 4 years.
She is now 5 years and her birthday is the same as her
adoption day. I adore her and she feels
the same about me. We are both happy.

Coalit

We Get Letters

Our Newsletter is our most expensive
printing but also a great tool in keeping our supporters and
their friends and family informed of our progress and needs.
Please consider supporting our cause by using our little reply
envelope to help cover printing and mailing cost as well as
provide for our boys and girls waiting for their forever-home.
Your kindness allows us to save the lives of lost souls who only
want to belong and be loved. We thank you in advance. You
have never disappointed us.

The late Cesar Chavez, president of United
Farm workers of America, wrote: “kindness and
compassion toward all living things is a mark of a
civilized society. Conversely, cruelty, whether it is
directed against human beings or against animals
is not the exclusive province of any one culture or
community of people. Racism, economic deprival,
dog fighting and cock fighting, bull fighting and rodeo
are cut from the same fabric: Violence. Only when
we have become nonviolent towards all life will we
have learned to live well ourselves.”
– From Dr. Fox and St. Louis Post Dispatch

I’m just sayin . . .
YOU’LL NEED A PASSPORT
TO FLY…

AAA offers passport photos at full-service branch
offices. The cost is $5 plus tax for Classic members,
$14 plus tax for non-members, and free for AAA Plus
and Premier members. For an office near you, visit
AAA.com. You never know when that day will come
and you have to fly somewhere for an emergency so
think about it.

Watch for
next Newsletter
in June!
Happy springtime!
FOSTERS … WE ARE
LOOKING FOR YOU
We are looking for fosters to help socialize
and give a little tender care to a rescue. Our
application is on our web site. Complete
it and send to us. Let’s talk. We feed the
rescue and take care of all medical cost at
no expense to you. You just give them care
and concern. Think about it. This might get
you a star in your crown.
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